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ABSTRACT 
We investigate by how much the invariant subspaces of a bounded linear operator 
on a Banach space change when the operator is slightly perturbed. If E and F are the 
spectral projector frames associated with A and A + H respectively, we answer the 
natural question about how far the two frames are in terms of the perturbation H and 
the separation of parts of the spectrum of the operator A. These results depend on 
how to measure the difference between the two frames mad how to measure the 
separation between parts of the spectrum. These two measures are introduced and 
analysed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a self-adjoint operator on a Hflbert space ~,  and let H be a 
small self-adjoint perturbation of A. In [1-3], the problem of how an invariant 
subspace of A will change under the perturbation H was investigated. Taking 
the angle operator ® as a measure of the difference between the two 
subspaees, it was shown in [3] that bounds on tr igonometric functions of ® 
can be obtained from the gap between parts of the spectrum of A or A + H, 
and the perturbat ion H. It is the objective of this paper to extend such results 
for a bounded linear operator on a Banach space. 
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Our approach is as follows. Let A be a bounded linear operator on 
Banach space X, and let H be a bounded linear perturbation of A. Supposc 
that a(A), the spectrum of A, is separated into n nonempty parts oj(A). Let 
E, F be the spectral projector frames associated with A and A + H respec- 
tively relative to the partition {oj(A)}.  The difference between the two 
frames is characterized by the oriented angle L which is the generator of the 
geodesic arc connecting E and F within the set of all n-frames on X. We 
shall show that under certain conditions on the aj(A)'s, a bound on L can be 
obtained in terms of the perturbation H. 
The results depend on the separation of the spectra of two operators. For 
self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space, the distance between the spectra is a 
suitable measure. In the general case, however, the spectra, and hence the 
distance between them, may vary violently with small perturbation i  the 
operators. For the general case, we introduce in Section 3 a measure for the 
separation, and show it is insensitive to small perturbations. 
The main result will be given in Section 4. In Section 5 we study the 
problem when the frames E and F arise from self-adjoint operators A, A + H 
in a Hflbert space. As was mentioned, a detailed study has already been 
conducted in the case of 2-frames. We study the case of n-frames, n ~ 2, and 
give results different in nature from those in Section 4. In fact, our restdts 
generalize some of those results for 2-frames in [3]. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
In the sequel, B(X, Y) will denote the space of bolmded linear operators 
from a Banach space to another with the norm 
tlall = snp{ Ilaxll: Ifx[I ~ ~}. 
We set B(X)= B(X, X)  with the additional structure of a Banach algebra 
under composition. For a positive integer n, B" (X)  will be the n4old direct 
stun of B(X).  It will be an algebra when operations are defined coordinate- 
wise. We make B"(X)  into a Banach algebra by setting 
[ [B I I=[t (B~, . . . ,  B,,)II = max lIB, If. 
The spectrum of A in B(X) is the set 
o( A ) = { )~ ~ C: 2~I - A is not invertible in X }. 
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The spectral radius of A is given by 
r (a )  = sup{ lal: a e oCa)}.  
An n-frame on a Banach space X is E=(E  1 . . . . .  E~) where the Ei's are 
bounded linear operators on X such that 
E i¢0 ,  ~ E i= I ,  and EjE k=81kE k ( j , k= l  ..... n). (1) 
1=1 
~"(X)  will denote the set of n-frames on X. Given a frame E, it gives rise to 
the decomposition of X into the direct sum 
X = XI~X2~ ... ~Xn, 
where X i = EjX, j = 1 ..... n. 
Also, given a frame E in B(X), any operator A ~ B(X) will have a 
partition with respect to this frame in the following way: In the above 
decomposition of X into the direct sum, let ij : Xj --+ X be the inclusion map, 
and let s~: X ~ X i defined by s~x = Ejx ~ X i so that 1 i ~ B(Xj, X), s~ 
B(X, Xi), with iis ~ = E i and 
Define 
s ; i j= I~B(X j ) ,  s ; ik=O~B(Xk,X j ) ,  1¢k .  
Ajk = s~Ai k ~ B(X k, Xi), 1 <. j, k < n. 
Then the matrix of A with respect o E is 
Al l  • . . 
[A ]e= 
Anl  • . . 
A'ln ] " 
AnI J 
Let BME(X ) denote the space of all matrices of the form (2) with entries 
Ajk ~ B(X k, Xi). There is a one-to-one correspondence b tween B(X) and 
BME(X ). Indeed, if we have n 2 operators Ajk ~ B(X k, Xi), then they will 
define an operator A ~ B(X) as follows: 
A= ~ ijAikS ~. (3) 
j,k=~ 
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Note that BME(X ) with the usual operations of addition and multi~cation 
(as partitioned matrices) becomes an algebra, and Equations (2) and (3) 
define an algebra isomorphism between B(X) and BME(X). Further, if we 
norm BMe(X) by 
II[A]EII= max i []Aikll, (4) 
l~,j~<n k= 1 
then the above isomorphism becomes an algebra homeomorphism. 
Let A ~ B(X) be a bounded linear operator on a Banach space such that 
the spectrum of A, o(A), is separated into several nonempty parts 
ol( A ) ..... on(A). Each oi( A ), 1 <~ j <~ n, is a spectral set and is enclosed by a 
simple Jordan curve Fi, hence giving rise to a spectral projector E i, 1 <~ j <~ n, 
where Ej is defined by 
1 ; (A I  A) -l Ej = ~ - dh, 1 ~ j <~ n, (5) 
1 
and the Ej's satisfy Equation (1). 
A commutes with E j, so that A splits according to the decomposition 
X = X I~X2~ . • • ~X,,, 
where Xi=E iX .  The part A]x i of A in Xj has spectrum oi(A), and 
Alx ~ ~ B(Xi). Clearly E is a irame. The commutativity of A with all the E i's 
means that the matrix [A]~ is block diagonal. 
Under the assumption that the perturbation H of A is sufficiently small, 
the spectrum of A + H will be separated into ol(A + H) ... . .  o,(A + H) and 
each oj(A + H) is included in Fj. Then the spectral projector frame F = 
(F 1 ... . .  /7,) corresponding to A + H will be given by 
1 fr(Al Fj = ~ i -A -H) -LaA,  
Now we pose the problem as follows: Given A, let H be a small 
perturbation of A. Associate with A and A + H the spectral projector frames 
E and F, respectively. It is known that to draw a conclusion about how far F 
is from E, we have to put restrictions on the separation of the parts of the 
spectrum of A. To summarize, we want to bound a measure of the difference 
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between E and F by a function of the perturbation H and the gap between 
the parts of the spectrum of A. 
3. THE SEPARATION OF TWO OPERATORS 
Let X, Y be Banach spaces. Let B E B(X) and C E I?( Y ). Then I3 and C 
define an operator 2’ E B( B( X, Y )) by 
T(P) = PB - CP, PE B(X,Y). (6) 
The above operator equation was investigated by Lumer and Rosenblum [5] 
when P, B, and C belong to a Banach algebra. Their techniques, which apply 
here, show that 
a(T)=a(B)-o(C)= {/~-~:~GJ(B),YGJ(C)}. (7) 
We use the above result to define a measure for the separation of the spectra 
of B and C. 
DEFINITION 1. Let B E B(X) and C E B(Y). Then the separation be- 
tween B and C, denoted by Sep( B, C), is 
Sep( B, C) = ~Tpl”m~ i if OPu(T), 
if OEu(T), 
where T is defined by (6). 
We remark here that the separation of B and C satisfies the inequality 
Sep(B,C)<influ(B)-a(C)\, 
and if Sep(B,C)#O then 
This follows directly using Equation (7). 
We should also remark here that the function Sep is not symmetric, but 
under more restrictions on the underlying space and the operators, it would 
become symmetric (cf. [7]). 
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Now we show that taking lIT'ill -x as a measure of the separation is 
justified because Sep is stable under small perturbations. 
Tn~.OREM 2. The function 
Sep: B(X)× B(Y)~ R ÷ 
is Lipschitz continuous with constant 1. 
Proof. First we show that 
Sep(B + H, C + Q) >1 Sep(B, C) - JJHIJ - IJQIJ. 
If Sep(B, C) - t IH l l -  IIQff <~ 0, then the above inequality is obviously satis- 
fied. So we only consider the case when 
Sep(B, C) - I JU l l -  IIQll > 0. 
Let K ~ B( B( X, Y )) be defined by 
K(e)  = en-  Qe. 
If S = T + K is invertible then Sep(B + H, C + Q) = llS- 111 i Now 
IIKIt ~ Ilntl+ ItPll < Sep(n ,c )  - l i t  lll-x. 
Since N(S - T)T-~11 ~ (IIHII + IIQtl)/Sep(B, C) < 1, we have S = [I + (S - T) 
T-1] T, and it follows that 
S-1= T-I ~ ( _ 1)~,[(S_ r ) r  1],, 
n = 0 
thus 
and 
! 
]Is-111 ~< [IT- 1111 -IIS - TIIIIT-111 
tlS ~11-1 ~ tiT- 111- 1(1 - tlgll tiT- 111) 
>~ tiT 11l-1 - ( l ln l l+  flPll). 
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So 
Sep(n + H, C + Q) > Sep(n, C) - I ln l l -  IlPll 
From the above inequality it also follows that 
Sep(B, C) > Sep(n + H, C + Q) - IIHII - IlPll, 
and this leads to 
I Sep(B + H, C + Q) - Sep(B, C)[~< Ilnll + ItPl[, 
proving the theorem. 
indeed. 
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4. ERROR BOUND 
The smooth path A(t) = A + tH, t ~ [0,1], connects A = A(0) with A + 
H = A(1). Also o(A(t)) will be separated into n parts oj(A(t)), 1 ~ j <.% n, 
t ~ [0,1]. Moreover oj(A(t)) will be enclosed by Fj. The spectral projectors 
Fj(t ) associated with the spectral sets oj(A(t)) as defined by Equation (5) are 
1 £,( Pj(t)=~-;7~/ a I -A -m)  'da, l~j<n, t~[0,1]. 
For each t, t ~ [0,1], P(t)=(Pj(t))~= l will be a spectral projector frame 
corresponding to A(t). The path 
n t - ' F ( t )=(P i ( t ) ) j=  1 (8) 
is a frame-valued continuously differentiable path, with 
1 f r (h I _A_ tH) - IH(X I_A_ tH)  ldX" = 
In particular 
1 J rQ(M-A) - 'H(X I -A )  'dX l<j<~n. (9) p;(o)= 
100 
Furthermore, it follows from P~(t)= Fi(t) that 
F;(t)P,(t)+ F,(t)F;(t)-P;(t), 
Also 
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j = 1 ..... n. (10) 
M(E)= {L~B(X): ~-~ EiLEj=O I. 
j=l  
The tangent space ~'(E) can be identified with 
Define L as follows: 
We note that 
~'(E)= H~B"(X):Hj=EjHj+HjEj, I<<.j<~n, Hi=0 . 
j=t  
It follows from Equation (10) that F'(0) is indeed in the tangent space at E. 
Set 
o0-- p,(o)= 
L= -~I E ( [-IojEj - Ejflo, ) . (11) 
J 
Equation (8) gives an interpolating continuously differentiable path connect- 
ing E = F(0) and F =/~(1) within o~"(X). It was shown in [4] that ozn(X) is 
a Banach manifold modeled on the Banach space 
Fj(t ) = I implies that ~ F;( t ) = 0. 
j= l  j=l  
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so that L ~ M(E) .  Furthermore L satisfies 
'~  k[e0,~,-~,o0,l L -  k L = = Ho jE  i = - E jHo j .  
j= l  j= l  j= l  
The inequality of the three members of the above equation is clear since 
I1 
x ~o)~,-, + L ~,~{o~_-, _- L [~,~o~l '= L ~;~o~=o 
j= l  j= l  i=1  j= l  
In what follows we try to bound L, defined by Equation (11), though our 
goal is to find a bound on the generator L of the geodesic arc from E to F. 
Adopting the notation introduced in Section 2 and fixing the frame E, the 
spectral projector frame corresponding to A, we have 
1 " " " 0 Hil " " " Hnn 
[A]E= "" , H~= '"  . 
•. .  Ann Hnl - . .  Hnn 
(22) 
We use (12) to find the entries of the block matrix of F'(0). This will be given 
in the next lemma. 
LEMMA3. Let  [ F{(O) ]  - - ' " E  (E,,jk)j,k=l, then  
[r(o)]~= 
I /~',1, ] ~! 
0 Ei,2i 0 
" lE  0 " '  " '  ' Ei,i i,i2 E i , i , i+ l  Ei,in 
o P~' 0 i,ni 
i=1  .. . . .  n. 
Proof .  Expressing A and H by their block matrices, as given by 
Equation (12), we get from (9) 
1 fF, -1  - 
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By our assumption on the spectrum of A, we know that F~ encloses only 
a(Aii), and therefore 
/~[,jk=O for j4=i and k~i .  
Also, since EiP[(O)E i = O, as follows from (lO), we have/~[.ii = O. That is, in 
the matrix representation, /~[ has all its entries zero except for the ith row 
and ith column. • 
~t  We now study />/'(0) more closely; the only values of Ei, jk to be consid- 
ered are when j = i or k = i. If we fix k = i, then for each j we associate the 
following map: 
sj~:8(x,,xj)-~B(x,,xj), 
1 (13) 
sj,(0) = ~-~fv(xI -  A , )  10(XI - Ai,) lax. 
The next theorem determines the inverse of $i~, j = 1 . . . . .  n, j 4= i. 
Tri~.Om~M 4. The map Sj~ is a bounded linear map and it is the inverse of 
the map Ti~, where 
r , , (e )  = ea,,- a ,e ,  r ~ B(X,, Xi), 
j= l  . . . . .  n, je i .  
Theorem 3.1 of [6]. • Proof. 
Thus 
E,f.ji=Sji(Hii ), j= l  ..... n, j , i ,  
where Sj~ = Tfi 1. Similarly 
E[,ik=Sik(Hik), k=l  ..... n, k--/:i; 
here 
I 
Sik(Q) = 2--~ h i+A. )  1Q(~l--Akk)ld~k, 
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with Q ~ B(X k, Xi), and Sik is the inverse of Tik defined by 
Tik( P ) = AiiP - PAkk, k = 1 ..... n, k -~ i. 
In Section 3 we defined a measure for the separation of the spectra of two 
operators. Specializing this to the case B = A~, C = A#, we obtain 
Sep(A,,, Ajj) = I[Zji- lll i. 
By Theorem 4 we have 
Sep(A,,,Ajj):llSj~l1-1, i , j= l  ..... n, j¢ i .  (14) 
The following theorem gives a bound on L as defined by Equation (11) in 
terms of Sep(A~, Ai1 ) and the perturbation H. 
THEOREM 5. Let A ~ B(X), and suppose that the spectrum of A, o(A), 
is separated into n nonempty parts oj( A ). Let E be the spectral projector 
frame corresponding to A, and H ~ B( X ) be a perturbation of  A with F the 
spectral projector frame associated with A + H. Set 
o = rain Sep(Aii, Ajj) 
l<<.i,j<~n 
j~ i  
and M x = (n 2 - n)llEII z. Then 
M 1 Iltl[ ~-~llnll. (15) 
Proof. From Equation (11) we have 
L ~- '  = ~, (o )E , .  
i=1  
We will use the block matrix structure of F[(0) developed in Lemma 3 to find 
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the block matrix of L: 
I L l  = 
that is, 
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~t  ~t  E l . ~t  0 E2,12 E3,13 4,14 " " E., I .  
E' 0 "' ' • "' 1,21 E3,23 E4.24 " " En,2n 
/~l ~i  ~l  ~p 
1,3.1 E2,32 0 E4,34 • • • En,3n 
El ~t  ~ i  l 1.,~1 E2,,,2 E3. n3 E4, n4 . . . 0 
[L]=[Ljk], L jk=Ek , jk ,  ] , k= l  . . . . .  n, j *k .  
Now on applying Theorem 4 we have 
L jk=S jk (H ik  ), j , k= l  . . . . .  n, j#k .  
Equation (14) implies 
1 
IIL/kll~< Sep(Ak~,A i j ) t lH ik l l ,  j , k= l  ..... n, j~k .  
Hence 
IILjkll ~< I l IH/ I ,  
L= 
But 
IILII 
Hence 
j , k= l  . . . . .  n, j#k .  
ijLjks~. 
j .k=J 
tlL~klltlEklt. 
j,k=l 
j , k  
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By the way we normed B"(X), [IE[[ = maxx<i~<.l[Eil I, so that 
n 
IILII < [IEII ilLjkl I < IIEI_~[ ~ iiHikll, 
O j ,k=l j,k=l 
j ck  j ck  
IILll < (n2 - n_____~)IIEI[e[IHII. 
O 
So 
M 1 
IILII < y I In l l .  
REMAIn. The bound M 1 in Theorem 6 is an improvement of the bound 
given in [7, Theorem 4.7], where the constant was n31[EII 3. 
The rest of this section will be devoted to finding an estimate on L, the 
generator of the geodesic [exp(tL)] E exp( - tL) between E, F. As was shown 
in [4], L is obtained as the solution of the operator equation 
expL - Py, e(expL)+ r~, E(L ) = O, 
where PF, E(Z) = ET=IFjZEj' 
THEOREM 6. Under the assumption of Theorem 5, let L ~ B( X ) be the 
generator of the geodesic arc between E and F. Then 
IlL - LII < MzlIHiI+ MalILII 
where M 2, M 3 are constants given by (16) below. 
Proof. Consider the map 
~(F ,L )=expL-PF ,  e(expL)+PE,E(L), F~Bn(X) ,  L~B(X) .  
Cleady ~ is a smooth map B"(X)XB(X)~B(X).  Further ~(E ,0)=0,  
~'2(E, O)= I ~ B(B(X)), where ~(E ,  0) denotes the Fr6chet partial derivative 
with respect o the second argument. Hence the conditions of the implicit- 
function theorem are satisfied. Therefore there exist a neighborhood U 0 of E 
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in Bn(X), a neighborhood Vof (E,0) in Bn(X)× B(X), and a unique smooth 
map Lo: U o ~ B(X) such that for each F E U o we have (F, Lo(F))~ V and 
oh(F, Lo(F)) = 0. So if E ~ U o N d'"(X), then L = Lo(F ) will be the generator 
of the geodesic arc between E and F. An actual procedure of finding L goes 
as follows: For a fixed F ~ U 0 n d'n(X)= U c U o define the function 
~F(L) = L - ~(F,  L),  L ~ Lo(Uo). 
We will show that ~k e is a contraction map for any F ~ U. To do so, we show 
first that for every e > 0, a ~ > 0 can be found such that ~F(L) maps the 
sphere IILII ~ e into itself for IIF - Ell < & Differentiating ~f, we have 
~kF(L) '=  I -- (~(F, L)  = ~(E ,0)  - ~(F ,  L),  
' F  
By the continuity of ~ ,  the quantity on the right-hand side can be made 
arbitrarily small. So let 
I1~( L)'II~ ~ < 1 
Since flY(0) = - O(F, 0), then 
(ItLII ~ ~, IIF - Ell < ,~). 
Thus 
[1 ~b~'(O) [I = H~(F ,O)  - ~(E,O)[ [  ~< e(1 - a )  
Now for IIF - Ell < d and IILII ~< e, we have 
By the continuity of ~, the fight-hand side in the above quantity can be made 
as small as we please by reducing 8. Let 8 be sufficiently small so that 
( l lF  - Ell < 8) .  
II #F(c)tl ¢ 11 #~(o)It + It ~F(L) - +~(0)tl 
~(1-~)÷ sup II~F'(0z)llllzrl 
0<0<1 
[[ ~b~'(L) [1~< e(t - a )+ ae = e. 
[[ @~(O) [[= [I~( F,O) tI <~ II~( F,O) - ~( E,O) [[. 
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Hence +F maps the sphere IILII ~< ~ into itself, while its derivative is bounded 
by a constant a ~ (0,1). That is, +~ is a contraction with a as a contraction 
factor. Hence there exists in the sphere IlZl[ ~< e a unique fixed point L of +v, 
which implies ¢~(F, L )= 0, where L will be the generator between the 
geodesic between E and F. Knowing ~e is a contraction, we can obtain L by 
successive approximations. Starting at L, we obtain 
Lo = L, L,,+I = CF(Ln), n = 1,2 . . . . .  
Thus from the error formula for the successive approximations 
a n 
[ IL-LnI I<~_~IILx-Ln[I ,  n=0,1  . . . . .  
Since L~ = L - ~(F, L) and EEjLEj = 0 
1 1 
liE - LI[ ~ 1 _~-~l lga-  LII = ~ [I ¢4F, L)II 
- 1 I lexpL-e~,e(expL)H 
1--a 
1 
<~ ~_a  [[I I -  Pe, e(I)ll+ll( I -  PF, ~)(exp L -  I) l l] 
We estimate the two terms in the right-hand side of the above inequality. For 
the first term, we recall from Section 2 that 
E 1 f r , (X i _A_H) - ln (x i _A) - ldX  ' l<~j<~n. 
So, if we set 
K= max (ma~j l l (X I -A ) - l l ] )  l=  max ( l lengthF i )  
l~j<~n l~j<~n 
then for a small perturbation H, that is Ilnll < 1/2K, we have for j = 1,2 ..... n 
a 
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consequently 
II( ,z- 
and 
Hence 
III-- PF, E(I)II= -- nlK211EIIltHII. 
J 
II(x - PF, E )(exp L -- I)II ~ K"rlILII, 
where  Iltlt <~ r, r > O, y = (e r - -  1)/r ,  
III - PF, EII (e.g. 1 + EtlEjlIlIFjlI). 
Adding up, we get 
we have that K' is a bound for 
IlL - LII ~< M2IIHII+ MaIILIt, 
where 
M 2 = nlK2llEl[, M 3 = K'y. • (16) 
We summarize the results of this section in the following theorem, which 
at the same time answers the open question [3, X, Question 3], though we 
have a more general setting. 
THEOI~M 7. Let A ~ B( X ), and suppose the spectrum of A is o( A ) = 
U~=loj( A ), where the ot( A)' s are disjoint spectral sets. Let E be the spectral 
projector frame corresponding to A, and let H be a small perturbation of A, 
with F the spectral projector f rame associated with A + H. Then we have the 
following estimate on the oriented angle L between E and F: 
IlZrl ~ MalIHII, 
where M 4 = M 2 + (1 + Ma)M1/o. 
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x rj, l j n, 
IIFj - Ejtl <~ 1g2llnlt. 
Now for the second term in 
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Proof. It follows from Theorems 5 and 6. 
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5. ERROR BOUND IN THE SELF-ADJOINT CASE 
In the previous section we considered an operator A with the spectral 
projector frame E associated with it, and spectral projector frame F associ- 
ated with the perturbed operator A + H. If A and H are self-adjoint 
operators on a Hilbert space W, then the frames E and F will be orthopro- 
jector frames. In this section we will be mainly considering this case. 
Suppose that the spectrum of A, o(A), is confined to n-separated 
intervals Ij, j = 1 ..... n, and E = (E 1 ..... E,) is the spectral orthoprojector 
frame associated with A. Then E will give rise to the decomposition f H as 
follows: 
w = ye ,¢  . . .  ¢~,  
where ~ = EjW. Let 
sj : Ygj - ,  Jd, 1=1 ..... n, 
be the injections of ~ 's  into dr; then 
sis 7=E1, s ]s j=I ,  s'~sj=O, j--/:k, j , k= l  ..... n. 
Also let 
• ~j: .~f  ~,~ j  ~ ~' ,  
such that 
Hence 
Clearly 
~JV + sJV =I. 
g jg ]=I -E j=E, j  and g~sj=O=s~'gj. 
01 [a ]~ = 
• . .  An ,  ' 
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For small self-adjoint perturbation H, the spectrum of A + H will be con- 
tained in n separated intervals ]j, j = 1 ..... n. Let F be the spectral 
orthoprojector frame of A + H. As above, F gives rise to the decomposition f 
H into the direct sum 
= ~, 'e  - . .  ~ , , '  
with ~, '=  Fi~. 
Simharly let t i, j = 1 ..... n, be the injections of ~,v~j, into ~.  Hence as 
before 
= * =0,  j~k ( j , k= l  . . . .  n ) .  tit ? Fj t?tj= I, and t ktj 
For each j let ti : )g' O,,W/~ .,W be such that 
[ii?+ tjtp = I, ??tj = 0 = t;~j. 
F is the spectral projector frame of A + H; therefore 
B u • - • 0 
[A+H]v= 
0 • • - B,,, 
With respect o the frames [Ej,/~j] and [Fj, Fi]' the operators A and A + tt 
will have the following block matrix representations: 
[A][Ej.f;,]=[Ajj 0 ] 
0 dj j  ' 
[A+H]t~.j.~.,t=IB H 0 J 
o B .  " 
As mentioned before, the distance between the spectra of two self-adjoint 
operators i a stable measure of the separation of the spectra. This will be the 
measure we use in the next theorem. 
TI-IEOnEM 8. Let A, A + H be as described above, and suppose 
dist(a(Bii),o(Aii))>~Sj, 8j>0,  j= l  ..... n. (17) 
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Then for every unitary-invariant norm II I I, 
[[ E 6jPjEj[[ <~ nlIHI[. (18) 
Also let V(F, E )= ~FjEj, and set ~ = min 1 ~j¢ ~ i~j; then 
~l l I -  Vll <~ nllHII. 
Furthermore i f  we assume also that 
d i s t (o (B j j ) ,o (A j i ) )>~ j, j= l  . . . . .  n, 
then 81IF - Ell ~ lIHl[. (We are still following our convention that the norm 
of  an n-tuple of  operators is the maximum of  norms of  its components.) In 
particular for n = 2 we have 
~llsinOII ~< IIHH. 
Proof. 
and 
Since 
A = sjAjjs~ q- 7~jXjjT3~, j=  1 , . . . ,n ,  
A + H = tjBjjt 7 + ~jBjj[7, j = 1 ..... n, 
we have for j = 1 . . . . .  n 
nsj = (A  + n)s j  - Asj = (A + n)s j  - sja~j. 
Taking the adjoint of the above equation, 
s~H = sT(A + H) -  ajjsT, 
and multiplying from the right by ~j, we get 
s~mj--V(A + .)~j- Ajjs~j 
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and the above equation becomes 
Qj = x j~ j j  - A j jX j .  
This operator equation was considered in [3, V], and under our assumption 
(17), Theorem 5.1 there can be applied to our situation, to give 
8jllXjll ~< llOill. 
This leads to 
6jlls~tjll = 6jIIEjPill = 6jllFjEjll 
< IIs~Hgjll-~ IIEjHPjlI. 
= 
Consequently 
6][I/?iEjll ~< tlFjHE/II < llnll, 
Adding up, we get inequality (18). Since 
V=V(F,E)= ~ ~;E~, 
1=1 
we have 
811I - v i i  ~< nl tH l l  
j = 1 .. . . .  n. (19) 
min 8 i, l<~j<n 
by virtue of (18) and I - V = E[~jEI. 
If we hu'ther assume that dist(o(Bji), o(Aii))/> 61, j = 1 .. . . .  n, then an 
inequality similar to (19) can be obtained, namely 
8jUFj~jl4 < ltFsHP~sU, j = 1 ..... n. 
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Lemmas 6.1, 6.2 in [3] together with the above inequality and inequality (19) 
imply 
~jIIP/E i + Fj/~jll ~ IIFjHE i + FjHEill ~ Ilnll, j = 1 ..... n. 
But since 
811[FjE j +FjE, jl I = 8ill(FiE i + F iE j ) (2E j - I)[I = 8JIIFj- EilI' 
it follows that 
~IIF - EII ~ IIHII. 
For 2-frames this becomes the sinO theorem in [3], since lie 1 - Ell I = IlsinOll 
= II F2 - E2II. This completes the proof. • 
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